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Excellent simple example, thank you. To answer Sunny Gupta's question if you haven't done so already:
"When you write ${car.brand.name} on the Jsp, how does it recognise that It needs to retrieve the Car's
brand object's name property.Please explain."
Spring MVC Fast Tutorial: Model View Controller
This Spring tutorial provides some examples of implementing CSV file download functionality in a Spring
MVC application. The CSV library to be used is Super CSV. - an open source package that provides fast and
powerful manipulation of CSV format.. On the Spring side, we cover two approaches to build the CSV file
download functionality:
Spring MVC with CSV File Download Example - codejava.net
The ASP.NET MVC is a web application framework developed by Microsoft, which implements the
modelâ€“viewâ€“controller (MVC) pattern. It is open-source software, apart from the ASP.NET Web Forms
component which is proprietary.. In the later versions of ASP.NET, ASP.NET MVC, ASP.NET Web API, and
ASP.NET Web Pages (a platform using only Razor pages) will merge into a unified MVC 6.
ASP.NET MVC - Wikipedia
This book is one of the best books for Spring. Apart from chapters on core concepts of DI and Spring Web
MVC, This books also covers advanced topics like AOP, Security, Messaging, Restful web services and
Reactive programming with Spring etc...
Getting started with Spring Framework: covers Spring 5: J
Without wasting any more time, here is the list of some of the great Java books, which are absolutely FREE,
you don't need to pay anything to download or read this book.
10 Free Java Programing Books for beginners - download
A guide for beginners and experts alike to learn the ins and outs of REST API integration and working with
RESTful APIs in your Spring Boot development project.
Spring Boot REST API Projects With Code Examples - DZone
Spring and Hibernate are two of the hottest and most in-demand web frameworks in Java world and also two
of the most essential skill for any Java programmer to get a Job in web development space.
Top 5 Spring and Hibernate Training Courses for Java JEE
In this tutorial we will learn how to Create and / or read Excel file with Java. To perform this action we will use
POI project from apache.
Read and Write Excel with Java using PoI
In this tutorial , we will integrate Spring 4 with Hibernate 4 using annotation based configuration. We will
develop a simple CRUD java application, creating hibernate entities, saving data in MySQL database,
performing database CRUD operations within transaction, and learn how different layers interacts with
each-other in typical enterprise application, all using annotation based configuration.
Spring 4 + Hibernate 4 - WebSystique
HTML and HTTP. Web Server and Web Client are two separate softwares, so there should be some common
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language for communication. HTML is the common language between server and client and stands for
HyperText Markup Language.. Web server and client needs a common communication protocol, HTTP
(HyperText Transfer Protocol) is the communication protocol between server and client.
Java Web Application Tutorial for Beginners - JournalDev
Java lies between Sumatra to the west and Bali to the east. Borneo lies to the north and Christmas Island is
to the south. It is the world's 13th largest island.Java is surrounded by the Java Sea to the north, Sunda Strait
to the west, the Indian Ocean to the south and Bali Strait and Madura Strait in the east.. Java is almost
entirely of volcanic origin; it contains thirty-eight mountains ...
Java - Wikipedia
This tutorial helps you to understand the basic concepts of Salesforce.com (SFDC). Currently,
Salesforce.com is the number one on-demand CRM application on the market.
Salesforce Tutorial - SalesforceTutorial
Scott Hanselman on Programming, The Web, Open Source, .NET, The Cloud and More
Archives - Scott Hanselman
Microservices for Java Developers: Frameworks and Containers. In this hands-on, example-driven guide,
Java developers and architects will learn how to navigate popular application frameworks, such as
Dropwizard and Spring Boot, and how to deploy and manage microservices at scale with Linux containers.
Advanced Java Programming - Free Computer, Programming
All cheat sheets, round-ups, quick reference cards, quick reference guides and quick reference sheets in one
page.
Cheat Sheet : All Cheat Sheets in one page
20 very useful Java code snippets for Java Developers. Java Code Snippets. parse xml in java, string to date,
generate json, current method name, string to int, jdbc oracle connection, util.date to sql.date, fast file copy
using NIO, thumbnail image, pdf generation, Singleton example, files directory listing, create zip/jar file,
20 very useful Java code snippets for Java Developers
Leverage browser caching to make your webpages faster. If you can leverage browser caching, you can
increase website speed considerably.As Google starts considering site speed as a SEO parameter,
webmasters can leverage browser caching to improve site speed and get better search engine rankings..
Here is a complete .htaccess file we have it on Crunchify root folder.
How to Speed up WordPress Leveraging Browser Caching via
Welcome to the next tutorial of the ongoing series of tutorials on AngularJS. In previous tutorial we saw
AngularJS Controllers and also created a Hello World example using Angular.
AngularJS Routing and Views Tutorial with Example
Deriving meaning in a time of chaos: The intersection between chaos engineering and observability. Crystal
Hirschorn discusses how organizations can benefit from combining established tech practices with incident
planning, post-mortem-driven development, chaos engineering, and observability.
Ideas - O'Reilly Media
I have spent the last decade developing J2EE web applications with traditional frameworks like Struts and
Spring MVC. I am very new to SPA and have only looked briefly at a few frameworks and frankly I had a lot of
concerns of how SPA could be used for creating complex applications and more importantly how you could
troubleshoot and support a SPA application.
SPA Design and Architecture: Understanding Single Page Web
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How to increase heap size in Java Default size of Heap space in Java is 128MB on most of 32 bit Sun's JVM
but its highly varies from JVM to JVM e.g. default maximum and start heap size for the 32-bit Solaris
Operating System (SPARC Platform Edition) is -Xms=3670K and-Xmx=64M and Default values of heap size
parameters on 64-bit systems have been increased up by approximately 30%.
10 points about Java Heap Space or Java Heap Memory
Comment by: Vhvbjozn super traffic ohuilyard already done and now goes to conquer the US,
https://medium.com/p/9e3a9f858aa8/edit vyia, https://medium.com/p ...
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